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The Abortion .
DilemmarPart- I

Whose Itight
to Choose?
bvjanice Pavlic

'.',.,lI
.....

"...o,w,
C,'AN,' .WE
get t,he
. behave
.itself
in.' cO,untry:to
the least
amount of time; that's the way
'--1-'m-',-l-o-o--'k:-in--'gat.it.~.:I
'11take .careo",of,·,;or. the.
Lord will take -care.of', the flack from the
appropriations committee. Because believe
me, they're going to be resentful. But the
big thing is, we're on God's side," said
Senator Jeremiah Denton (R-AL) at Unity
'81, the November, conference of the

antiabortion

movement.

Whether you morally approve or
disapprove of abortion, the fact remains
,

Constitution.
poor, while 'the wealthy, though inconthat legislation is currently being' proposed
In the 1973 ruling, Supreme' Court
venienced,
will be . able to travel
that will reverse the Supreme Court's
internationally to seek an abortion.
.
Justice Harry Blackmun, writing for the
landmark 1973 ruling, Roe vs. Wade, that
', legalized abortion.
court's inajority said, "We need not resolve
Time.is running out for both camps.
With the Human
Life Amendments
the difficult question of when life begins.
Senators Mark Hatfield (R-Or) and
(HLA's) before .Congress, the major
When those trained in the respective
James Buckley. (C-NY) began the counterdiscipliesof. medicine, 'philosophy,
and
questions are-will. the .legislators represent
attack.within three months.of that decision.
what the majority of Americans want, or
theology, are unable to arrive at any
Their proposed amendment would have
consensus, the judiciary, at this point in the
will they legislate their own personal views,
altered the constitution's
definition' of
the laws they think should pass, spurred by
development of man's knowledge, is not in
personhood .to "including their unborn
right to life, a minority that has shrewdly'
a position, to speculate as to the answer,"
offspring at every stage of their biological
Assailing' that definition, the National
invested in the no choice jackpot.
development ... " Abortion" though not
mentioned, would have been illegalized: .
, Although the bill-did not pass, it paved
" ... all are agreed that
the way for today's right to life movement,
'individuals.must
have-the
a powerful, lobbyipg 'organization
that
strives to illegalize abortion on behalf of
The National Right to Life Society, its
right to make decisions
, the unborn fetus. Their strong political and
local affiliates, and the countless other no '
concerning abortion, based
monet~ry clout does not outweigh the fact
choiceorgaruzatiqns
that. have sprouted.
on their own conscience and
that the majority' of Americans disagree
across the nation,
concentrate on the
with right to life'sbasic.itenet:
nochoice.:".
.theological, social, and political implieareligious-beliefs.', "s-Reli. The m6vementfightiilg"ag~nstright
'to .. lions of legalized abortion, approaching it
gious Coalition/or Abortion
life movement atrivestopro,tecFthe'1973
with single-issue intensity.'
..
Rights
Supreme
Court . rUlirig:::~r.r!i~~~~~ti9.fce
Idaho Right to Life-Director
LiAnne,
advocates freedom ofchoiceiria:(lecjsiori"
McCalister· said, "We've been trying to
about abortion,adecl~ionthat
theythin~'
solve soclalproblems by one. method, only,
Committee for a Human Life Ainendment,
, belongs solely to the female. " "
·'·:and.that'&
the method of abortion. In
Inc., argued, "This ruling WI!S based on the.
. Proponents consider the illegalization qt:. ,'peuteronomy 30:19it says'choose life.' I
Court's contention that the 'unborn have
ab.o!Ho~.8 v!olationofJJw
...F.irllL " AAv~thatwhen a woman hll.qchoiceshe· hA<l never been reccl'ini7.ed inthewhnJp.sp.no'"
·Amendment seetion.· .. Congress shall make,. . twci~hdic~~t~ ..have a Uvcbaby bra'd;d'
. The .j~stices" Pi~ii'l~o;;rt'c~-~d
no law respecting an establishment of'
baby; In )he abortion issue she's choosing
doomed the unborn by ruling tllem tobe
religion .. ."
.
death.".'
'. ' ....
.
.'
incapabieofmeaningfullife."·
.. .
. To them, right to Iif~'s attempt to change
',Tlle Idaho,Rightto Life Society, like the
'This controversy.is·
nothing
new.
the dermitionof personhood translates to
n~tionBt base,seeks"to
promote respect
Historical,spiritual>and
metaphysical
an interest group, that seeks ro legislateiilid.(llgnityforallhuni~nliflr
from
interpretation ,ofwl)en
life begins have'
doctrines congruent with right to ,life
.con!=CP,tionto,nahU"aldea~h."...
..........'
varied thoughout history and,scientifi. philosophy, regardless o,fthe. differing .:.
Thisisoneof'the
major controversies.cally,ithas·yetto
be proven.
...
.
beliefs of others .. '"
'....
. .. '.
Scientifically, no oneknCJws .when life
'. Rabbi BalfourJ3ricknerjnaiionaldirec.
Pro choice warns that abortionwillocc~
lICtuallybegins.There.
is an' ,'immet1se; . tor of the·DePattment·of
Ipter-Rilligious
,', • regarj:\lllSsofthe·!egality •.·Theyca\ltion,that, , "",dispu~e'~VCl:,when~the,eggor::~U!i.shonJd .. ·.:':'Af!ail'St~,-t'9t:';;the~·~JJnl~<,o(:eAmeri.can,
': 'bacJ(,aUeyaborti9ns
will return, ~or ,the,
•.attaiq·the huinanrlghts.guaranieedbY'4fur"
'i'Hebre~<:ongregations;
addressed,·~on;

.'

.

'-',

hood from a historical perspective in his.'
testimony' before the 'U.S." House of
Representatives lastMarch.:
Brickner stated, "Aristotle held that life
begins formales.40 days after conception
'and for females 80 days after conception." .
"Under Roman law/'he continued, "40
days was thedetermining
point for both
sexes. An abortion before that time was not
considered murder •.The ,thirteenth' century .
Roman Catholic .theelegian St.. .Thomas
Aquinas held that the beginning of life and
soul occurred at the moment the fetus firsi.
moved.in the womb." ,
',".
. Brickner said, "It was not until 1869 that
the Roman Catholic Church under Pope
Pius IX proclaimed
the doctrine of
'immediate animation,' Until that time the
Roman Catholic Church seemed to accede
-:to some.moreancient
law,"
He concluded that, "There is no wayof
presently. deciding this. 'old 'argument.'
.
. His own faith believes that "the fetus in
the womb is nota person until it is horn."
Brickner said, "While Jewish law teaches
.reverent and' responsible attitude to the
•question of life and thus views abortion
with. great concern, reasons affeCting basic
lif,,"and heal,th',in,CiY. Sa.,ctiuii Of evCfi 'require
therapeutic abortion,"
.'
Right to, life is in entire disagreement
with many people and many 'religions,
making no exceptions whatsoever. To them
this calls for'are-evaluatiol). of the role of
thephysician~
.. ' , ..
.
The current
draft 00 the
ancient
, Hippocratic oath taken by doetorsstates,
"1 will maintain the utmost respect ·for
hU!Mn life frofll,the,t~eofconcel1tl~n,.
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The.UniversifyNews
.is open for suggestions.
Write if you haye a complaint
.orcomplimeht
,-----The

University"News

1910 UniversityDrive 'Bois~, ID83725

DRASSLAMP GIGGLE NIGHTS
•
•
•
•
•
•

SOUP
SALAD
SANDWICHES"
DEER '
WI~E
SODA

Tuesdays at Eastgate

Wednesdays

6iO E. Doise Ave.

572 VlstQ Ave.
9:00 tlil close

9:00 till close

,$ i .50, Pitchers!

Monday, • Thursday

an~ get a Pitcher of
Beer for only $100

S i .00 off a,1I Pizzas

ch~ed

* SPOI\ TS TEAMS *

3 pm to Close
Buy one Large sandwich

at Vista

* HAVE US VIDEOTAPE YOUI\ GAMES~

NO CHAI\GE!
VIEW THE GAME ON THE BIG SCREENS ~ T:
VISTA 344-654i EASTGATE 343-99i i FAIRVIEW 376-4500

*

i/2 Block So. of University on Broadway
Mon-Thur 10:30 am to 10 pm

PRESENTS

'Fri-Sat

10:30 am to 11pm

Sunday

10:30 am to 7 pm

Show us your student I.D. card and we'll give you
a choice of medium soft drink, special onion rings or
small hies FREEwith any purchaseI'

BOISE· FLEA MARKET

COLLECTIBLES - ART - JEWELRY~ FURNITURE GLASS - TOYS - COINS - GUNS - & MISC

1103 VISTA

DEC 19 & 20

ACROSS FROM ALBERTSONS

.
Saturday

9 AM - B PM
Sunday 9 AM " 4 PM
FOOD ON PREMISES
FREEPARKING set up friday after 3 PM

........

_"'.

I

1980KINGFEATUPESSYNQ1CATE1NC

DOOR PRIZE
.

PUBLIC INVITED'

PRESENTS
THE
BSU
INTRAMURAL
CORNER

51.50 ADMISSION

WESTERNIDAHO STATEFAIR GROUNDS
50UTH WING

BOISE IDAHO"

Congratulations to the Generics for winning the
Coors ..1M Basketball Tournament!
2nd Place ..Last Chance 3rd Place ..Hillside Divers
Generic Team Members

Tournament All Star Team

Bob Maloney
Gordy Kerbs
Jim Smutney
Dave Mairs
Paul Saras '
Kyle Knight ,
Todd Posey
Mike McAffee,
David Head
Chris Jenson

Bob Hollingsworih.
Hill Divers,
Chris Jensen - Generics
'
Trent Johnson - Last.Chance
Parry O'Keefe> Silver BuIlets
Rick Rose - Hill Divers
Art Sprague - Alien
Tom Seibert - Nuggets
, Jim Smutney • Generics
Wymon Smith. Last Chance'
Daye DeMers- Last Chance

.'.~

\VA~TI:',n

Scoring for' the Coors ..' 1M Tournanient

n.Ai"l:ll • --

PEOPLE TOt.\AJ(E BEAUTIFUL·

MUSIC FOP. ASBSU
.'

".
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Round 1

,':-,

Applications a,tfloowbelng
accepted forposltlons
ASOSUJudiciary andStudeotPrograms
Board.
Submit applications to Marylou
'ASOSUofflces, 2nd floor SUB,.

00

Virgil

Round 2
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, 'Hill Divers 57,Alicri 48 . .
Last Chance 57,HilI Divers 34
Last Chance 62, Generics 52
Generics 52, LastChancdO:
.
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Alien 55 Bdlen Cattle 36
Hill' Divers 2, Silver BuIlets 0
Forfeit
" "
'
Generics 65, Last Chance 51

Alien 62, Nuggets 30
Generics 68, Hill, Divers 45
'. Last Chance 68, BoienCattlcA4
,: ..

.

;

Round 3

HiIl Divers 45, Alien 41
Generics 54, Nuggets 43
'Last Chance 50, Silver Bullets 36
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News-Real
by:PacificN ews Service
~hyJ.R.lsn'(aBanker,
Forget the big executives you read
about-the real power behind American
T.V. is the Bankers Trust of New York.
The New Yor~ bank is the top stockholder
in all three networks, and it's not the only
financial institution that owns a share of
the cornmunicationsindustry:
according to
a study by the Women's Institute for
Freedom of the Press, three-quarters of the
major stockholders of the networks are .
banks-Including Chase Manhattan,
Morgan Guaranty Trust, Citibank and
Bank of America. The study claims the'
"predominantly rich, white men" who sit
on those bank's Boards of Directors really
control what Americans see in
entertainment and news programs.

,

You Thought He ~as
The Organised
Crime Advisor
Thank Ronald Reagan for keeping at
, least one worker off the unemployment
rolls. Variety says Reagan is about to name
Frank Sinatra.as the White House
"Entertainment Consultant," to organize
. cultural events at the executive mansion.
Uhtilnow, the trade paper says, SInatra has
been filling that role unofficially. Variety,

November 25.

Tracking Child Su'pport
, Parents who are behind in child support
payments can kiss their federal tax refund
goodbye. Under a new law,Uncle Sam
siezes the refunds of anyone who skips out
on parental obligations, and either sends it.
to the family who's supposed to receive the
money, or deposits it in a special
government account. In the first three
months of this fiscal year the IRS collected
$430 million in payments, and says there
are another half million parents who stand
to lose r.efunds next year.

Chariots of the Gods
,
'The United State's government has a
message for the inhabitants of America
10,000 years from now--but it doesn't know
how to say it. The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission is trying to devise a
warning--one that won't seem Greek to
future geilerations-.explaining that the
..radioactive waste we're dumping today will'
still be deadly for thousands of years. The
iob has fallen to University of Indiana
ianguage expert Thomas Sebeok, who says
today's words probably won't mean much
10 the Americans of 11,981. So he's
, working on a communications mix,
includmg words, pictures, cartoons and
even stick figures to mark toxic wastes.
; Butthefirst deterrent, he says might be a
noxious stench that would be clear in any
language. His most novel proposal,
'
however ..'suggests a resurgence' of
superstition that could make future
generations believe the waste sites have
beell cursed-,and that to ignore a "Keep
orf" sign would invite supernatural
'retribution. New York Times. December2.

Let Them. EatCr~b"Meat'
Whatever else you can say about Ronald
aridNaney Reagan, they answer tbeir
mail-'even if the answers are a little strange.
A Chicago-area woman-.Susan".
. '
oerijamin--wrote the p'reside~t explam~g
her opposition to cuts m Special education
programs, which she says have helped her,
two diSabled children. SUre eno~gh, the
White House replied-:'sendingBenjamin
two eight-by-ten glossies oftM Pr~ident ,
and his wife and Nancy's recipe for
crabmeat casserole. "Don't the,Reagans
know," Benjamin says, "that crabmeant
costs $14.95 apound?"ChicagoTribune,

Novem,ber? I,

Continuing Saga of Bunker Hill
b_y~~.~_'
._e~g_F~e_r~e_d_a~~_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
In a recent development,. Bunker Hill
ex-Kellogg families who claimed .that their
violations, and gross negligence for failing
employees belonging to the United Steel
nine children suffer brain damage as a
to protect residents of the Kellogg area
Workers Union (USW) will vote <In a
result of lead emissions from the smelter;
against physical damage resulting from
wage/fringe benefit cut in a proposal aimed
In the ensuing trial, held in Boise over a
heavy metal pollutants emitted from the
at attracting a buyer for Bunker Hill. In
six-week period several months ago, the
Bunker Hill Company," by Mr. and Mrs.
this. proposal, .'the workers will vote ,on
families settled out of court October 29 for
Robert Wilson, on, behalf of their four
cutting 20 percent of their wage or $2.00 an
over $2 million in damages.
children, ages 8-15, on October 30,'
hour per person. Insurance benefits cuts
Now one more suit has been filed, plus
The tort claim says the state "actively
elirninatlng visual and chiropractic aid, and
an intentionto file suit has been recorded.
concealed and/or
neglected to inform
the elimination of extra vacation pay will be
The new lawsuit was filed November 9 by
residents of the existing dangers."
voted on in that proposal this Thursday,
thirteen named plaintiffs, joined by 200
As in the former lead lawsuit, these
according to Ken Flatt, president of the
unnamed Jane and John Does. The suit
claimants say they have suffered "irrepaKellogg local of the USW.
seeks damages of '$10 million per child.
rable brain damage, kidney disorders,
Flatt had said a month earlier that Gulf
The claimants
say irreversible
lead
learning disabilities, and nervous, system
wanted to "dump" Bunker Hill for tax
poisoning 'damage to kidneys, bladders,
deficits."
,
write-off purposes instead of selling it.'
and brains was done to them during a
All told, the situation in northern Idaho
"There is no question in my mind they
period in 1974 when the Bunker Hill lead
does not look hopeful; lifestyles, have been
wanted to dump it," Flatt said.
"The
smelter was emitting excessively high
affected by Bunker Hill in both good and
people here are very pissed at Gulf, yet at
amounts of lead and other pollutants into
bad ways; ironically, Kellogg can't live
the same time, they -try to hold themselves,
the air.
:
",'
.
without the outfit, while some people claim
down in the event a buyer comes along."
,The second legal item, an intention to file
that it is dangerous to live with it. ..In any
Today, Flatt said, "There
is 'no
a lawsuit, formally called a notice of tort
case parent company Gulf Resources and
indication ora buyer yet. I think that all it
claim, has been filed against the iState of
Chemical Co. will soon be out of the mired
[the proposal] does is, if'the buyer'ssittin'
Idaho, the Department of Health and
mess in the Silver Valley.Tree to devote its
on the fence, this could pull him in." Last
Welfare, and the Attorney General's office
corporate direction to the pursuit of energy
month, Flatt had said also that Gulf was
for "negligence,
deceit, constitutional
exploration and development.
engaging Kellogg residents and Bunker Hill
employees in a "terrific mind game,"
juxtaposing them between the despair of
losing Silver Valley's most prolific source
of income; and the hope that somebody
somewhere might buy the plant and breathe
, an appeal board for the Judiciary Council.
Five ASBSU Senate appointments made
new life-back into it. And now the hope is
Among the five nullified is Robert
since Oct. 14 are null and void as a result of
that a "white knight" may be wooed by the
Talboy, who was a senatorial appointee to
a Judiciary Council decision made last
pay/insurance cut proposal.
the Student Policy Board. After three
October.
Other methods have been tried to seek a
members of the Student Policy Board
Senate. Act #3 states that all persons
buyer for Bunker Hill; in October the
disqualified themselves from ruling on
recommended by the ASBSU president for
plant's employees organized the Employees
Lund's appeal, the nullification of Talboy's
appointment by the ASBSU, Senate "must
Stock Option Purchase group (ESOP),
appointment breaks the necessary quorum
be
present
(at
the
senate
meeting)
or
submit
organized to buy the plant in a last-ditch '
for the board. President Lund will be asked
a written affadavit." The Judiciary Council
effort to save the operation from closure
to recommend the appointment of Talboy
decision of Oct. 9 states that applications
and thousands of people from.losing their .
to the Student Policy Board.
are not affadavits. Actual affadavit~ were
jobs. ESOP had conducted a feasibility
Dr. David Taylor, Vice-president of
. 1J0t submitted for those fiveappointments
study, at a cost of about $50-60 thousand'
Student Affairs and member of the Student
and those senate appointments
are
of' contributions from people living in the
Policy Board, said that the "president
therefore ;,;'oid, said Mary Lou Virgil,
Silver Valley, the heart of the most active
should be willing to recommend the five
chairperson
of
the
Personnel
Selection
mining in the state.
'
.
and the senate be willing to re-appoint
Committee;
,
To date, no response has been made to
them."
The Student Policy Board is to hear an
ESOP's study. Jim Kearnes, president of
Lund said that he may appeal the
appeal by ASBSU President Lund of the
Idaho's AFL-CIO, was asked by the group
Judiciary Council decision concerning the
Judiciary' Council's decision that proper
to investigate why Gulf did not respond.
need for an affadavit
for a senate
procedures: must be followed" in making
Kearnes did so, and concluded, "Gulf did
appointment.
appointments
within
a
"reasonable
amount'
'not look at the report-they
haven't
oftime." The Student Policy Board acts as
responded to it because they don't want to
respond to it." He added, "Gulf 'never
intended to sell Bunker Hill-they only want
to write itoff--they
don't care, what
happens to '.Bunker Hill. " .
In that closure, economists project that
$85-90 million will be lost in payroll
The College Entrance
Examination
ideas in a written work and to summarize
statewide, a "conservative figure" accordBoard has. announced a ten-year program
the ideas in one's own words.
ing . to. George .Tway;' chief . of .' the
.to improve the quality of secondary and
The ability. to use the. features' of books
Governor's Silver Valley Task Force, which
university education by setting well-defined,
and other reference materials such as table
is studyingthe closure. Fifty millionofthatstandards
of academic preparation. 'The
of contents,preface, introduction, titles and
payrolllo,ss is from the' Bunker Hill
projectiscalled
"Project EQuality;" with
subtitles, index, gIossary,appendix
and
'shutdown.
In the ripple effect the closure
. the "E" standing for equality of access to
bibliography.
.
.
..will produce, not onlyIdiiho~ will suffer,
'education
and' the "Q" standing for
The ability .to recognize
different
but also neighboring states Washington and
quality,
,
.
'.'
purposes and 'methods
of writing; to
Oregon, Idaho alone will lose up to $10"
The College Board intends to provide
identify a writer's pomt of '1ew and tone;
million in revenue from decreased sales arid
colleges and high schools with a set of
to interpret a writer~s meaning 'inferentially
income taxes, economists say.
, definitions;'of educational tasks. The high
as well as literally.
'
'The closure, cOlI\bined with falling metal
schools would prepare studentsto,.ileet the
Writing:. The. ability to;'. conceive ideas
prices, wlllcuttlle'taxbi\Se
inShos}ione
,standards,and
the colleges would. be askedabout.atopic
for the purpose of writing.
,'County in. half, from $IA billion to $700
.,to acceptthestllJldards
as ;part of their
The ability to improve one's own writing
=- million.
admissions criteria: The CoUegeBoard,
by restructuring,
correcting errOrS and
The steps in the closure's ,schedule
which sponsors, the SCholllstlc Apiitude
rewriting.
..'
follows a tight, business like pattern:
as
Tests, wid¢lyused examination~for cOllege : Speaking and Listening: The ability to
each part
the plant (zinc; smelter, and
•.'·.·.a.
dm
....is.si.ons,.\~.OUld pres.uma.blY. :p. rOvi. et.h.e
engage critically and constructively in the
fertilizer plant) is Closed off, workers ,are'
inStn1JJlents to test whether students I have
exchangeofideas,plH,ticularly
during class
laid off., '. Th~ rust'lay~offs
occured, .meftheacademic
standards,'
,
discussions and conferences: with inNovember 15, and' will continue
'Th~~ardbasal~dy\';orlted'withlarge
stnictors;
...".
'
step-by-step order .until· February sees the
.' num~rs
educators to begin to,derme the '. .' Mathematics: .The ability to perform,with'
last dean-up crew. finish. clearing.' away,sIdlls
that: wouid be spemfied,in the new
reasonable accuracy, the computations of
debris in the smelter area. ••
... ,staildards;
Six
of competence have
addition, subtraetiQn, rimltiplicationand
: In that clean-up, recent reports from
already ~n dermed. They are reading,
division ;using'natural numbers; fractions,
Gulf siy that the company is going to spend
, writing,speakirig and li,stenij}g,matilema-'
decimals and integers.
$;Z6million to clean up toxic wastes in and
.",tics, readi~g and studying: ASeventharea,
' The ability to make.anduse.
measurearound the plant. . ..•.. . .
.'
obserying; wOuIddealwith
morcilrtistic
ments in ~oth traditional. and metric units,
'One of the reasons Gulf may be having
perceptions, and is currently beirig WQrked
Critics of the College Board and the
suchahard go of selling Bunker Hill could
on.
i·
.' .. ,',
..
Educational Testing ServiCe, which preoe due not only to. the plunge silver prices '
The fol\o~ingis a sel~on
fromlllarger
. pares exams for the Board.; have argued in'
tbok last year after a phenomenal
number 'If competenCIes that have been
recent years thaqhe
agencies have t,oo
$50-im,ounce high III March .1980, but also.
definedb~,the. College, Board in the first .,' much PQwer over the-lives of students. The
t?theliability
involved in health,related,
threear~..
'..
".
.
'.'
new program will, probably be citedas,a
lawsuits.
,.,
.
Reading: Theltbility
to identify and
new andsiEllificantexample
of the growing
: In 19"i7, a
',.comprehep4 ~hemain ,and subordinate
power of ~uchagericies.

AppointnientsNullified
by Tom Fish
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Editorial:

Don't
Stop Now
... women hold jobs for the same reason
men do: a paycheck ... over 50 percent of
women in the U.S. are employed to support
themselves or their families ... one of every
, nine women in the work force--about 5
million--is either divorced, widowed, or
single and is the only source of support for
herfamily ... on the average, women are
paid 59 cents for every dollar men make; in
Idaho, 55 cents for every dollar ...
The Equal' Rights Amendment is an
investment in women's future.
, Historically, women have been subjugated by the patriarchal state, the family,
and religion. These very institutions have'
woven female inequality into the fabric of
society. '
The most recent examples of maledominated government control are the
Human Life Amendments,
threatening
reproductive rights.
The ERA will enable women to become
an economic producer instead of solely an
heir producer, a role which has lead to a
status of second-class citizenry because of
attitudinal inequality.
Religion can be the most oppressing
force behind attitudinal inequality, the
dichotomy of men's and women's roles;
man as provider and woman as procreator,
produces economic inequality.
Therefore, the ERA is a sound economic
investrnevt for the future of womankind.
But the only way to ratify the ERA is to
secure the endorsements of just three more
states.
In this year's presidential election,
women split their votes 47 percent to 45
percent; whereas men split their vote by 56
percent to 36 percent margin. The split is
attributed to the division over Reagan's
lack of support for the ERA.
Within the last month, Garry Trudeau's
'Ooonesbury'
comic strip encourages
women to take out the half year that
remains in order to work for the ERA and
get it ratified by June 1982.
_
, Unite to ratify the ERA by contacting
Lois Warner, president of the Boise chapter
, of the National Organization of Women
(NOW) at 376-1506.
Women's economic
and constitutional freedoms are at stake.
,
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AN EPIC TRAGEDY

THE

'INCREDIBLE
SHRINKING
'WOMAN'
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Pre ..registration

The .Innocent Bystander

Send'Us Your Rich

I.am writing this letter in regards to the
pre-registration administrating process: it
sucks. Are students just stupid little guinea
pigs subject to being part of the college
"experiment, "and pay fines for it? It feels
that way. Fees have almost doubled in the
There was a knock on the door the other evening and a slender gentleman stood there, hat
past four years. You fork out those big
in hand.
.
bucks just because you want to stay in
"
'allo,"
he
said,
"I
am
a
refugee."
school and get your degree. And what do
I had' to admit I sighed. "Cuban, Haitian, or are you," I asked, "one of the poor
you get? You get a number. Andyou have
Vietnamese boat people?"
to go through a lot of headaches and
"Zut alors, not!" he said. '''I am one of the rich French Concorde people. I am fleeing
runningaro\lnd,
just
to behold the
. "privilege" of being a BSU student. I'm ,the Reign of Terror imposed by that Socialist fiend in human form, President Mitterrand."
"Good heavens!" I cried. "Were you about to lose your head to the guillotine?"
tired of being treated like a little toddler
"Worse," he said. "I was about to lose my mistress, my Bugatti and my membership in
who can't find his own way to school, but
the Compagnie des Chevaliers du Tastevin."
.!'.vealways despised it, and there's nothing
"As bad as that, eh?" ,
I can do about it, except voice my opinion.
"Have you not read the current ,issue of 'Newsweek? It says Mitterrand has .slapped us
I've done nothing so far in this letter but
affluent Frenchmen with 'confiscatory income; wealth and inheritance taxes and doubled
.complain, so let me give a little background
levies on yachts, power boats and business cars.' "
.
informatio~ to substantiate my complaint.
"The privation must have been awful."
'
First of all, like a minor who must have his
"Mon Dieu! I was reduced to eating dinners at two-star restaurants and breakfasts at
parents signature, a full-time student must
one-fork lunch counters. At Regine's I was actually served a naive domestic, burgundy
have hisor her advisor's signature in order
without any breeding!"
toenroll. A small price on the surface. 'But
"But you were amused by its presumption, as James Thurber would put it?"
take into account this situation: waiting in
"Not in the slightest. It was the last straw. I joined what Newsweek describes as a
line a half hour to .receive ' schedule,
veritable 'tide of French tax refugees' seeking shelter in this hind of liberty, equality and
receiving, schedule and wanting to add a
supply side economics."
"
class, told it's okay, fill out and turn in add
"Well," I said, "that's one thing you can say for President Reagan: He does seem to be
slip rightthen and there, then told must
attracting a better class of refugees. But what sort of shelter are you seekirig?"
have advisor's signature. No time to lose.
"Oh, I suppose one with an inflationary hedge and a positive cash flow. I escaped from
Must find advisor before five o'clock the
Paris with only the Pierre Cardin clothes on my back, twoRenoirs rolled up in my umbrella
next day. Next day: advisor tracked down,
and a single suitcase filled with tattered old bank notes. Would you care to hear the horrors
signs add 'slip. Return to Registration
of my voyage across the tempest-tossed sea'?"
'
'
.
Office.' 'When finally the opportunity
"Not particularly."
'
,
arrivesto return add slip, informed they
, "Have you ever been aboard theConcorde?
Talk about being jammed in like cattle!
must see schedule ..
There I sat for three hours with I1\Y knees under my chin, unable to move. And hunger!
I':-didn't have the schedule with me
They served Nouvelle Cuisine!"
,
because when I had picked it' up the day
"I guess you were glad to reach our shores."
,
'before I hadn't been told I would have to
"Glad'? The most inspiring words I ever read wereon the base of the Statue of Liberty:
, bring
it 'back'
with me with .my
advisor-signed add slip in order to get the ,'Give me your taxed, your rich, I Your harassed wealthy yearning to be free: .. ' "
"Is that what it says'?"
one credit class I wanted.
"It does now;"
,
This is all l'have to say right now.
I won't go into the long, woefultale of his attempts to adjustto a new life in a strange
Perhaps this letter is toor,adicaI
for
land. Suffice it to say he was detained for several weeks on the Long Island estate of Letitia
publication. If it is, I've just lost another
Buffum, the noted collector of Beautiful People, and was then relocated in a French refugee
voice the' admmisiration won't pay much
ghetto on Central Park West. With no knowledge of Manhattan restaurants, he said, he
attention to anyway;
,
hardly knewwherehis next adequate meal would be coming from: '
,',
"
Bill Barrett
',' He,~eemed t~ have com~ to the end of his heart-wrenching storyand.I asked if I might
help him out With a room forthe night.
",
,
_
, "No," he s,aid, ','I was thinking of buy in, g y,OUi house.but onseco ndglanc e,lt',smuchtoo
The Univt~ili .NeWsinvites Lcnm·t()othc-~itor.
Letters
must Include your ,Isnatur e, address and phon. number. If yop
small ,and tasteless. So if you willsimply second e.y application' for membership in the
have no 'phone, please note thai. Address and phon. number " Croesus Co,untr,y,,C,,Iub. I,'11 be on m y,,way. ~'
, '
,\ ,", -,'"
,,',
may bt' used for verlfic:ation or (oJ: future contaeti but. wiD not be
printed " ",'
"
',",
' ".'
, . That did it. I called up Immigra'tion and told them to send him back where hecamefrom.
'.', L'Uers" under' 200, words" will be siv.n prlority;','hos.
.Fi,r,stof all" I don't belong to Croesus,' Secondly, if the Hwt,ia,oS are,',e,con,
om"Ierefu,'ge"esand
"adyocntir'lg"apoli.licnl.or aca'~cmicviewpoint should include .the·
.
a,\'hor'.jPolll,l~a\
dflliation;
ncad.,,!i~',c;~denllals.
or
therefore deportable, so ar,e these Fn:nchmen~ "
.,.'
'~."
,. '
',':
oc~:~~7;ersil'yN
.... r,s''';~S1h';righ' iociili'fdrl.nSlli'arid to, '"And lastly, the Reagan administration is already providing us with amorc tha'nadequate
'",je<F'IiU<"
',ervlrig: a private ,commercial 'Jlutvo",; -;or ;"~llPplyof wealthy Americans.
We certainly don'tneedaburich'ohich
aliens',clutte(ing'up
, questl?nablr,t .. t. or con'.,";' or in ver~ fonn. ' ,':,": ' , ,)
our golf courses."
'
"
',
'" ,,
, ,'\'
,

By Arthur Hoppe

Poli,c..,:Y~~

.,....;-,-_~:-::-_-:---,-

The Navy is looking for officer-instructors
for its Nuclear Power Schools. The Navy
'leads the world in the application of
Nuclear Powerfor propulsion, with over 100
.nuclear-powered ships .. -.and more on the way!
Instructors in Math, Physics, Chemistry,
engineering, and Nuclear Technology are needed
'for our schools;
You need: BS/MS Degree.
We offer: $16,700-$17 ,500 to start and our
comprehensive benefit package .'
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You eat: 19 meals 0 week. You pay: $627,25 per semester. That equals J12 meals. Price

T-£P.P.IFIC.i 91

per me:ll?

$2,01, ..INCI\EDIllLEI

Yau eat: any 14 mE10ls0 week .. You p'Oy: $612,J2per

FABULOUS 141

Price permeol?
You eot:

TANTALIZING

i 01

semester. That equols 238 meols.

l2.57: ..5PECTACULAN

any 10 meals 0 week.

Price per meal?$J.4J

Yau poy $582.45 per semester, -Ihot equols 170 meals.

... EXCELLENTI

Sign up fot Qml'cll pion today end say
•••.1 mQd~QfI\.Qld.QI.

,rs ...

"university Iood services

Mal~e arrang~ments'ot the Cashier's Office' in the Adrninistratibn [}uilding.

News

is

'published weekly by the
students of Boise State'
· University. Contributions,
and advertising aresolieited;
the editors reserve all rights.
Offiees are located on the
2nd floor of the SUB. Hours
8:30 to 5:00 Monday through
Friday. 385.14~.

Saga'

Get a full year or The
· University News for $6,
delivered to your door by an
• agentohhe
U.S.
.
Government to boot. Allow
that agent two weeks to
deliver The University News,

J9IOVniversityDr. Boise, ID
83725. '
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Whose Right
To Choose?
• Continued from pagel
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even under threat. I will never use my
medical knowledge contrary to the laws of
humanity."
'
Right to life adds the Hippocratic oath to
its rhetorical artillery.
In cases.of rape or incest right to life
proponents are unwavering. "The trauma
of, rape has already occurred,"
state
Minnoesota Citizens Concerned for Life
(MCCL), "and willfully adding a second
tragedy cannot relieve the pain of the
first,"
-Pregnancy by rape is a rare occurrence
according to MCCL statistics from Dr.
Fred Mechlenburg's Abortion and Social
Justice and Sexual Medicine Today.
"There is evidence," states MCCL,
"that severe emotional trauma, such as that
experienced from a forcible rape, may
prevent ovulation. If a WOman is forcibly
attacked, hormones are released and can set
up a chemical barrier to her becoming
pregnant; a tubal spasm might occur;' a
study has shown that· 58 percent of
assaultants were 'sexually dysfunctional' at
the time of the attack,"
Using these
statistics, right to life discredits prochoice's concern over pregnancies stemming from forcible rape:
In regard to incest, MCCL states,
"Incest involves a complex family situation
that will not be cured by abortion;
All
family members need treatment
and
compassionate help from society to prevent
the crime from recurring ... With proper
medical care, girls old enough to conceive a
child can be brought through pregnancy
very successfully."
Unofficially, most right to life constituents would grant legal abortion if the
woman's life was endangered, however
many of their organization's policies don't
permit it.
"Right to life argues that as many as
500,000 fewer abortions might be performed every year, according to the estimates of
Dr. Christopher Tietze, Associate Director
of the Population Council, Biomedical
Division.
The resulting increase in population
would benefit our country, maintains
National Right to Life, saying "population
is not a probcm in the United States,"
Supporting the advantageous effect, the
pro-lire organization claims, "One recent
projection of the population .~as predicted
the year 2000 will begin with half the'
poplilation over 50 and a third over 65. The
impact
upon
our society
will be
tremendous.' ,
The main thrust of the right to life
movement lies within their effort to remove
choice from the Constitution, a choice,
jhat, to their' mind, has been abused,
causing over.a million' unnecessary deaths.

America's, founding precepts states that
every individual has the freedom to express
-one's own religious beliefs. -Right to life
philosophy' 'infringes. ,upon this' 'right,
according to, the Religious Coalition for '
Abortion Rights (RCAR), which "is
comprised of 27 majofProlestant,
Jewish,
catholic and other religious organizations
committed to safeguarding the option of
legal abortion."
'
"Although the member organizations
hold widely varying_vJ~.son when abortion
is a moral alternative, aU are agreed that
individuals must--have the right to make
decisions' concerning abortion, based on'
their own con~cienceand',religious beliefs,
and in accordance with responsible medical
. practice," states RCAR's philosophy.
They claim that morality cannot be
legislated in a pluralistic society. ,
Pro-choice takes the personhood issue to
task in several ways. Planned Parenthood
states that "A women's life is actual, the
fetus is potential life and.i.the woman has
full standing, full constitutional rights; the
fetus has relative standing."

certain situations.
,
"
A 1981,Wasllington Post poll indicates
that 40 percent support legal abortion any
time and 50 percent" support in vcertain
times. Of the latter , 84 percent support it in
rape/incest cases, ~8 percent when it's a
question of the woman's health, and 95
percent, when the woman's
life is
endangered.
.
Yankelovich, Skelly and White Inc., a
research firm' ,commissioned' 'by Time
magazine found that 68 percent believe that
the woman should personally decide
the personhood issue and also decide when
abortion should or should not be allowed.
, Additionally, '56 percent oppose federal
intervention illegalizing abortion.
A recentLife poll, also conducted by the
Yankelovich organization,
found that
though 56 percent personally view abortion
as morally, wrong, 67' percent agree that
"any woman who' wants an abortion
should be permitted to obtain it legally." ,
In the case of rape, 88 percent think that
legal abortion should be permitted, 86
percent in the ~ase of incest, and 92 percent

"back-alley" abortion argument"js
now
wholly invalid and obsolete." He says that
medical technology has' improved the
abortion procedure to the degree thatt\le
same practices will be' available for
"underground" abortions .
Pro-choice disputes Nathanson, saying
that evert though illegal abortions will be
available they will be too expensive for the
poor and minority groups, who receive the
greatest percentage of legal abortions.
Wogaman
Cited" ~'but
of 70,000
abortions
performed
during a recent
tz-month period in New York City, 48070 of
the women involved were black and 39%
were white."
He said these statistics greatly contrasted
the fact that 90% of all abortions, before
the New York law was. changed, were
,obtained by white women.

Debate At BSU

.'
.
.
All of these issues were fired upon by
Anne O'Donnell, supporting right to life,
and Bill Baird,' supporting' pro-choice,
during a debate at BSU three weeks ago.
Anne O'Donnell,
referring
to, the
quest jon of personhood, ,asked, "Is there
someone there?
There's someone there
who is clearly, killed when the abortion
procedure is performed ... and we are
written off as reactionaries, we're written
off as captives of -Jerry Faiwell,Howard
Phillips, we belong to the Republican
Party."
.
"The pro-life cause does not belong to
the left or right, men, or women,"
O'Donnell said.
"The pro-life cause
{promotes)' the concept that everybody
deserves protection, that the purpose of the
law is to first of all protect those people
who are unable to protect themselves."
She also said, "The law of the land has
told men that, while they may. help create
that baby, they .have absolutely nothing to
say about the disposition of that child's life
until it's born."
Angrily reacting against the entire issue,
she claimed, "We have had abortion on
demand shoved down our throats for eight
years."
,
"One and a half million unborn children
have been killed, 1.5 million children that
will not go to kindergarten next year," she
stated coldly.
,
O'Donnell's solution lies in Congress
right now, the Human Life Amendments.
"All three of these proposals would return
to the state the right and responsibility to
regulate abortion in the manner in which
the legislature and the people of the state
felt was appropriate,"
she concluded, as
she turned the floor over to her opponent.
Bill Baird opened his statement with,
"Suppose you found out today that you
were pregnant. What would you do ... put it
on that level. Would you want someone to
make a decision for you or would you want
to be free to make that decision yourself?"
"If theright of privacy means anything,
it is a right of an individual to be free,"
stated' Baird..
'
"The
Supreme
Court
ruled very
definately that the right of privacy, is the
issue here. The issue that my opponent
Pro-choice proponents, coming from
would suggest you believe--that an egg is a
many unconnected organizations, religions,
person, I reject categorically."
and sectors, share a common position-that
"Look [at] who says the fertilized egg is
Anne O'Donnell, past executive vice president of tile National Right-to Life Committee,
it is a woman's right to choose whether she
not a person," Baird suggested, "the AMA
debated against Bill Baird, "tile father of abortion" and founder of Bill Baird Centers, in
does or does not have an abortion.
supports abortion, the National Academy
Among the varied organizations that
BSU's ballroom on November l Sth,
'
,
of Science attacked that resolution claiming
support pro-choice are Planned Parentthe egg is, a person ..• the American College
hood, Inc., the National Organization of
of
Obstetricians,
the, American Public
"if the woman's health is at risk."
Women. (NOW), National
Abortion
Dr. J. Phillip Wogaman,.' Dean and
Health Association."
These
national
averages
indicate
a
Rights Action League (NARAL), and the
professor of Christian Social Ethics at the
"I think the issue is much deeper; than
strong pro-choice stand.
'
Religious Coalition for Abortion Rights
Wesley' Theological Seminary, seeks to
that. 'The issue is-can we say to anyone in
Theressa Hoover, Associate General
(RCAR).
further clarify the pro-choice stand.
this,room--for
9, months
your body ,
Secretary of the Women's Division, Board
Pro-choice doesn't negate the gravity of
"The problem here is that those who take
becomes a ward of the state,' he queried.
of
Global
Ministeries
of
the
United
the situation, nor intend to exploit it. But,
the more simplistic vieW of abortion are
Addressing the technicalities' of the
Methodist Church, further addressed the
it does demand irrevocable, free choice.
trying to get. at human value biologically
HLA's, 'Baird
asked, "What
criminal
pro-choice stand in the event of endangered
"The abortion issue is extraordinarily
when they should rather seek to understand
penalty would you give the woman who
health.
'
,
complex," states Father Nathaniel 'Pierce,
it relationally and spiritually,"
explains
,gets an illegal abortion? If you're going -to
"A woman suffering from heart-disease.
Public Affairs Chairman
of Planned
Wogaman.
,
'
'
argue that it's killing a person-you .must
diabetes, or cancer could suffer grave, if'
Parenthood ofldaho and a priest atGrace
Right to life views this as heinous>
punish the doctor as well as the woman.
not
fatal,
risks
if
she
continued
a
pregnancy
Episcopal Church in Nampa.
justificatiOli for abortion. "If we are to
What about an IUD?
Medically that's
to term," she said. .
"
"In dealing with this problem we need to
err ." suggest.Senator Hatfield, "then let us.
called an abortifacient."
Hoover
also
referred
to
cases
ill
which'
bring to it compassion, sympathy, strength,
err on the side of being too liberal.about the
"Are all ofus murderers and killers, ".
'genetic diseases like sickle cell anemia,
a deep sense of caring, and most important
definition of human life,"
Baird asked, "are all 'of us evil people
Tays-Sachs,
Downs
Syndrome,
or
spina
of a11--a great deal, of wisdom," he
Pro-choice views Hatfield's suggestion as
because we differ in what We believe? If,
bifida could be transmitted to the fetus.
continued. ",.
'
absurd and, barbaric .. To them, not only
you're opposed- to abortion, don't have
She continued, "We cannot in good
"You .have incredible
problems...
would that mean that a woman's womb
one. If you believe in it, then that's your
conscience
force
a
woman
who
has
been
psychological, emotional.tIt's not a matter
would belong to the state for 9 months,
right."
'
raped
to
.carry
the
possibly
resulting
....c...
-~-'-ofcclJIvenience;your<talking
about a life
regardless of herown._personal choice or
pregnancy to term. .To do so would be to
Part 2 of Ms. Pavlic's article ~ilf.bein
that can be changed permanently for the
situation, but that she, would be forced to
totally disregard the anguish women suffer
worse."
undergo the pregnancyin
cases of rape,
the next issue '01tile News. .It. wi/lcover
in such circumstances: "
, social and econolnicimpacts ojillegalked
"For all of those' reasons, getting the
incest, and endangered health:
Another point, pro-choice' proponents
federal government involved would be the
'Whether
actively involved
in, the
(1~o,rtioll.,"its, ,effect ,'upon females, '.and'
reiterate is that abQrtion will still exist,
taCtics used by:tlle ,right to life and
worst-disaster
conceivable," pierce, conprp-choicemovemerit or .not, the,majority
regardless.'
,.'
., '
eluded. . ,.
.
"
'
','
of Americans think that abortions are a
Pro c~oice movements.
,~ ,' .. ,' ',:' ,
,Y~t, pr~ Bernard ,N.a~h"ansonC1aillls the.
':,)h:,
First ~m~ri(hheiJV
Of ~.: matter or choic.e.and the percentage rises in

:tlie

".J'

.,

First trimester abortions (1-13 weeks) are
determined by the patient and the medical judgment of
her physician and performed in a clinic, hospital or
properly equipped physician's office.
2. Second trimester abortions (14th week-prior to
viability at 25th week) are determined by the' patient and
her physician, but performed in a hospital only.
3. Third trimester (after viability) are only performed
in a hospital with the patient's consent,' her physician's
judgment to preserve the woman's life andcorroborated
by another physician and all reasonable means taken to
maintain a viable fetus.
1.

one:'
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1973-Supreme Court
Ruling, Roe vs.: Wade
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Wrestlers Up for Big Sky

SpikersFinishSeason 30-final match against Northern Colorado
after a second game win; but lost their last
game 15-10.
"We played two very good matches,
. winning one and losing the other. But, our
lack of national tournament experience
showed up in our match against Florida
International.
We lacked the intensity
needed to play a tough match when the
outcome was so important. Had we won
this match we would have made it out of
our pool," said head coach Darlene Bailey.
The University of Hawaii-Hilo won the
tournament, followed by Texas Lutheran in
second and Northern Colorado, BSU's last
opponent, in .third.

Finishing ninth in the AlA W Division II
National Volleyball Championships isn't
the most ideal way to finish off a season
but despite the outcome, the BSU women'~
volleyball managed to gain a lot Of respect
in just one season.
.
The spikers finished the year with a
remarkable 30-5 record-ahe best in BSU's
history.
The Broncos started off the national
tournament
the way they' ended their
regular season--winning.
Boise State
'handed Central Missouri State, the Region
6 champion, a15-13, 15-7 setback, but then
lost to Florida International 15-7, 15-4.
Boise State seemed to regroup in their

Five conference champions return to the
1981-82 Bronco wrestling team, head coach
Mike Young is optimistic about this year's
.squad.

All Eyes on BSUFootbaIl

The Boise-State grapplers, along with 11
other teams, will participate in the two-day
tourney, including favorites
Brigham
Young, Nevada-Las Vegas, Utah State and
San Jose State.
. ."Brigham Young is always tough and
UNL V and San Jose have very good

televised.
What does this mean? The eyes of the
nation will be focused on Idaho.
BSU will face Eastern
Kentucky
University this Saturday at 11:30 in Bronco
Stadium in a rematch 9f last year's Camelia
Bowl teams.
Idaho State will take on South Carolina
State in the ISU Minidome at the same
time.

Potatoes .. Skiing. Gems. Mountains.
When one mentions the aforesaid. to an
out-of-stater he'll automatically think of
Idaho.
But what about football?
The
immediate reply when asked· would be
California,
Texas, Pennsylvania,·
and
assorted others. But what aliout Idaho?
This Saturday, ~Boise State and Idaho State
will vie in the Division I-AA Semifinal
playoffs, and both games will be nationally

B..BaIlers Invade
Washington
Drive 300· or so miles north of
Boise,
turn
left and keep
traveling fora
couple hundred
miles and you'll find yourself in
central Washington.
The Boise
State women's basketball team
can be found there too this Friday
when they knock on the door of
host Central Washington University at 7:30, then make their wr.y
west to Seattle University on
Saturday.'
.
Head coach Connie Thorngren's club, now 1"2 on· the
season, opened their season With a
77-75 loss to Weber State, won
their second game 69-54 against
Lewis and .Clark State, and then
fell apart to the University of
Idaho, 75-66, on Dec. 3, 4 and 5,
respectively.
..
Boise State hopes to mend 'that
record this weekend when they
compete against the two Washington teams.

Young said that "barring any serious
injury, we should win the Big Sky
Conference ."
BSU competes in their second tournament in as many weeks, when they travel
to the Beehive Invitational in Logan, Utah
this Friday and Saturday.

squads," said Young. "We would like to
finish in the top three, but we have a. few
key injuries that may hinder us."
Young was referring to 134-pound James
Williams and .167-pound Homer Lord.
Both were Big Sky Conference champions
last year.
Those two injuries might hinder the
Broncos chances of taking the weekend
invitational, but there is a bright spot:
177-pound Kevin Wood.
Wood is undefeated so far this year and
has been conference champ for two years,
"Kevin is right where he should be at this
point of the season," Young said. "He
worked very hard in the off-season and that
work is beginning to payoff. He has a lot of
work ahead of him, as do the others, but at
this early date, he is wrestling quite well."
in Division I-AA Semifinals,
home (11:30)'
.
Indoor Track; BSU at ISU All
Comers Meet, Pocatello
Men's Basketball; BSU vs. Northwest Nazarene, home (7:30) ..
Women's Basketball; BSU at Seattle
University (7:30)
14: Men's Basketball; BSU vs, U. S.
International, home (7:30)

Sports Calendar
December
11: Men's Basketball; BSU vs, LewisClark State, home (7:30)
Women's' Basketball;
BSU at
. Central Washington (7:30)
11-12: Wrestling; BSU at Beehive Tournament, Logan, Utah (all day)
12: Football; BSU vs, Eastern Kentucky

For Someone Special ...
Shop at a Special Store

FOREIGN CAR
PARTS
roo,
.
ACCISSOllII

pARTS FOfII • AUDI • AUS1lN HEAUY • BM.W .• CAI'ftf
•
• PAT$lJN • RAT • HONDA • MfRCfDES-8ENZ • MO • onL
• PWTO • PORICH1! • TOYOTA.
TlUUMP'tt • VOLVO
• Y(ltJtSWAG£N

Layaway

Student
Discounts Available

.,·~mpQtts,'lnc."
...

today with your

STUDENT CHRISTMAS DISCOUNT!!

..'

,~7Af,

1578 GROVE
ON THE CORNER OF 16TH & GROVE

A'

HOURS8AMT05:30MON-FR:
·8:3OAM
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BROADWAY

33U-O!58
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learn to ski

bOgus basin

Tumblers
Regroup
After placing· seventh in. the
Rocky. Mountain
Open last
weekend in Colorado Springs; the:
Boise State gymnastics team will
take a month off before heading
to Provo, Utah January 9 .to
participate in a' quadrangular .
meet with BYU, Utah State and
Oklahoma State.
.
Head coach Jackie Carringer
said that during the next four
weeks she plans to work hard
on upgrading some. routines the
team faultered on in the Colorado
Open. "We had a iotof good
performances at this meet. Our
beam and floor set was excellent
for our ftrst· meet.
We were
weakest on bars and vault. Bars,
usuallytake time to gel but we are
a better vaulting. team than we
scored," she said. .
BStJ accumulated 125.05 points
in the. meet behind first . place
finisher University of Denver with
137.15, second place University of
,New Mexico scoring
135..95,
University. of . Nebraska
with
135.65, followed by Gymnastics
Elite with 132.33, Air Force
Academy with ·129.35, . and the
UniversityofTexas"EI
Paso with
126.20.
..'. '... '
.BehindBSUwas the University
of Northern Colorado hi. eighth;
M()ntaria.State>in ninth and the
University of S()uth.co~o.ra~Q,in.j .,.
.tel)t.h•.. ', ... >.. ......
.'
c •..
,, ., ,.,I
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boise, idaho.

LETYOURSELF GO
DOWNHILL
( or even cross country )

CLASS"ES AVAILABLE FOR All
ABILITIES

THE WINNERS
Coors Distributing Company of. Boise congratulates
the successful seasons of the following Boise State
University Teams: ,

Football Team

PE191-00l (1 Crj-Thurs
3-5:30 (ALPINE)
PE 191:002 (I CR)- Fri 6-8:30 (Alpine)
PE 194-001 (1 CR) - Sun 2-4:30 (Nordic)
*$40 instructor's

HIGH COUNTRY
SALUTE:

.E .~...\
00.

Woman's Volleyball Team

.~

o
~

fee payable to Bogus Basin

-Lift tickets for class included-Full day tickets available to
enrolled students at a reduced rateSki equipment rental available at Bogus Basin McV's
Bus transportation leaves from
Blirnpies parking lot.at:
.

.

Woman's .Field, Hockv Team

We wish you continued.·stic-c:ess in
the ,future.
.

COi.,>RS DtSTRIBUTI:"G

52HK,,~dall

$3.00 - onewa/
$5.(X)roundtrip

8:4ia.m.
4:15p.m.

Strccr.Hnise

.tdaho

COl\-tl'A~Y
!!HO-l 12l)!!) 37,·6H-I2

12:15 p.m,
6:IS,p.in.

REGISTER FOR' CLASSES ON
.. JANUARY '131. .. ..
FOR MORE INFORMATION'CALL385
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Let us mokeyours the.
.wedding oj the year.

Slay

on Topol

3018 Overland
Boise 343-2303

.,

Large' selection
of bridal
gOwns. veils,
invitations &
wedding books,

,j
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338-4551'
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This Coupon Good For

,,

FREE MEDIUM DRIN*
with purchase

\

of Chicken

:==CHOW

Sandwich

:

and Fry.

NOW===:a1

,,

1905 Broadway'
1273 S. Orchard
".'

.L

~ 30, 1981
D~c.

Expires

_:

.

Don't forget:·
." yer ''egg''
~~/~
"mo"ey!

0 ..

I

c.iPItoI~CycIer,:

71""

,./,,""~

0

,.\

·10 Speed X.fra.Ute '159"
OVER 400 BIKES IN STOCK

.

1214Front·$l

For holiday parties, long dresses return in glitter
and gold! Look for metallic accents, accessories. and
make-up to create that holiday magic and feminine
elegance in off-the-shoulder creations and singleshoulder styles. as well as classic blouses and skirts.
Tunics are terrific. too, and are being worn over
pants- and skirts alike, Falling loose from the
shoulders. cut as a tabard, or wrapped with a wide,
bold belt to emphasize the waistline, tunics this
holiday season are elegant and fashionable as never
before.
Great pants looks provide possibilities in every
length, every fabric. and for every occasion during
the holidays. Find them in sensational' fabrics like velvet. lame, jersey knits, satins, and sheers.
Gemstone colors fit the holiday mood best - deep.
rich. and pure!
.
.
And who can resist caressing angora? Sweaters, are more wearable. more touchable. more feminine
. in feel and look. Fair them with everything from
suits to skirts and knickers for a festive feeling!
. All of your old Javorite styles are showing off in
the new, favorite fabrics to give a softer look this
season: Clothes .that have appeal and enhance the
wearer. Clothes that cling or swing. gather, drape
'and ruffle. Particularly blouses with the new, higher
necks, puffed sleeves. inset with lace and bow-tied in
satin, or ruffled at the neck, the waist, the sleeve.
Wear with long, pleated skirts' and full-length
culottes for that elegant feeling, that look of charm
and grace.
This holiday the overall look is rich. warm, soft.
and elegant with a new alluring style you'll love to
wear, love to touch] The look is easy and
comfortable not stiff and prim. Have fun this
holiday season! You'll feel terrific, look terific, too!
So have a very merry holiday and look forward to an
even better New Year!
.
BEST WISHES AND A 'VERY HAPPY.
HEALTHY. AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR!

"!

SllHted IIodtII

.$50

Your Complete ~:~

Holiday Sparkle!
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Now through January 15
them good 01'eggs at Boise
Jf:::::;~"",,~. Urbai1Stagesare giving out
~'" "Egg Money" so you can
,(,,~get home tree, Justimagine
I" . .vou only pay for one way
and get a round trip at no
extra charg~. Course.that's
only from 10 to 4, but it's
everyday, Ahd all you gotta
do Is get q merchant to
'. "Valid-egg"
yer money
arid you're home free .... so
. don't forget yer Egg Money!

•

1========tiOJ ANGLEN=====I
Downtown
Evergreen Plaza
Overland & Fivemi!e Plaza

':Egg-citable'~idea. ,.

~~:6::::~An

BOISE URBAN STAG'ES

CAPTURE YOURBOISESTAT,E,'
,~....•.•..'.'
MEMORIES FORE\7'ER
n.·...•
t~ '

Ud . .'

WITH YOUR SCHOOLRINGF~OM'
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CUSTOMlZEDWlTH
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#
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YQURFlEW,
OF AClHEVEMENT.

Fra-.',Ies .,_
SOrOrities

you can cornblnevour rings
ina customized college ring
at a· special price.
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send me more
.
.•.. , I. inf~rmation about:
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Rings.

Ladies'
Fashion~ings
Also Available
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Phoebe & the Pigeon People'

byJ~yLynch & Gary Whitney

Last Week: Ahmed at the door,

by brian: bechtel
OONT B01l-l~. tv~
R~AD i1-IROU~ YOUR
"MA6A 7.ING.S"IN r~G:.

ATTIC!

"Gimme it! It's my turn!"
Ahmed and Vishnu Bubu were .squabbling over the
after-dinner bong again (just one of the extras you get
when you go·first class with Air Jamaica).
"C'monyou
guys, I'm trying to think!" I said.
Ahmed pouted and resumed kicking the back of my
seat.
I tried to ignore them. It's not easy sometimes.
"Think, Sherlock," I told myself, "you gotta be
ready when you run into the Rowdy Buddha."
•• *** ••••••••••••••

'.

At the Kingston airport, Ahmed and the Bubu
claimed our baggage while I got us a taxi. Ahmed
made a big deal-of sitting in the front so he could tell
the cabbie about his Pontiac. We went straight to the
building where Ahmed claimed he had seen Bud
Rowdy. It looked like ~I the other buildings in
Kingston--four walls and a tin roof.
Inside, though, it was different. There were rows of
panels with knobs and switches.
There were
microphones and monitor speakers. drUms' and
amplifiers. We were in' a recording studio.
I had a pretty good idea where we were. Rowdy had
been running a bootleg record company called
VooDooDisc. This hadto be the place.
Vishnu Bubu started playing with the knobs on one
of the mixing boards. Ahmed was already trying to
play Wipeout on the drum set. It sounded like Buddy
Rich gone to hell .
. . Over all the' pandemonium (I used to think a
pandemonium was a musical instrument from India
but the Babasaid it wasn't) I became aware that we
weren't the only ones in the room. There he was,
standing at the edge of the shadows.
ltwas Bud
Rowdy, the Rowdy Buddha.
"We meet-agaln, Mr,'
Sherlock," he said.
'
The Rowdy Buddha isn't fun to look at. 'J\}st when
you think you know what color his eyes are or how tall
he is, he no longer looks the same.
It's his
camouflage, I guess.
"Yeah. Rowdy, we meet again," I said. "And
we've got a score to settle."
"Score to settle!" screamed theVish. "I want my
money back! Gimme my money!"
Vishnu Bubu picked up a chair and threw it towards
Rowdy. But the chair went right through him and
bounced off of the wall.
Rowdy only laughed. "If you want the Buddha,
you must go to the mountain."
he sneered.
We
charged at him, determined not to let him get away
this time. We ran right through him and hit the wall.
just like the chair. He still stood there, laughing.
I walked slowly up to him and plunged my hand
right through his chest.
"Holy canoli!" I said. "It's ahologram!"

"The whole time we were In Venice tie wore a IIlejackeU"

Next Week:
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We end our journey.

.

This week the Boise Primer
a nationwide group that promotes
our air. water and other resources
takes aselect look at local and
"eco,radicalism" by trying to
has to bea full-time job. That's
national environm:entalgroups.
establish a ·.·.national system of
what the Idaho Conservation
Personal involvement in these
ecological preserves." They've
League does. From full-time
r 0 'ps could mean hands-on
"drawn up a draft list based on
offices in Coeur d'Alene, Salmon,
I. " arch, community fundraisers,
the ecoregions of the United
and Boise, we fight for Idaho's
and monitoring onthe Iocal level,
States. Within each preserve the
public lands andresources," says
With the national groups
developments of man will be
ICL Director Pat Ford. Through
involvement includes
obliterated and the area will be ,
newsletters, legislative alerts.
membership, access to current
returned to nature." Earth First
lobbying. research, 'and
,
information and representation.
operates on a membership basis
fundraisers IeL keeps tabs on
If you're interested in local or
arid has nationwide affiliates.
' current issuesforthe citizenry.
,
.
national conservation
They solicit articles,
poems
and
The Sierra 'Club, Department
.issues--investigate and explore!
•artwork for their newsletter.
1300, P.O. Box 7959, San
_ BSU Conservation Group "will
Friends of the Earth,l24 Spear
Francisco, California 94.120.
examine and comment on
St., San Francisco, California
"The'scojJe of the Club's
'
Environmental Impact
94105,is
an "activist
conservation
efforts has grown to
.
all bb . '.
.
d'
Statements, lobbyfor legislation
envIronment
0 ymg
inclu e energy conservation, air
promoting conservation and wise
organization. '! Its two main
and water pollution. controls over
management of wildlife and
,offices and eight field offices are
toxic chemicals, siting of nuclear' '
wildlife habitats as well as air and
involved in working to "preserve,
power plants and 'safe disposal of
water quality standards, and
restore, and rationally use the
nuclear wastes; and many other
support Idaho legislators who
earth. ",They"publish
two
issues which threaten our
havegood environmental voting
. magazinestokeep people abreast
environment." The SterraClub
records." All BSU students are
of developments in environmental
puts out Sierra, t~e Sierra Club
eligible and no membership fees
politics and alternative energy
Bulletirlmagazine: 'It also has
are charged: For information call
research."
extensive environmental, '.
Bill Laurance at 376-4645. ,ldahoCoitScrvationLeague,
"
iriformation available through
':" '<'.Earth.Fmt,' P,O~'Sox5S6:.·'·'·::"··'"
· .:/·/.413 W; Idaho, -Beise, 345"6933'1'·.(.,.' ,",' ·:,-.:·mailcirder·:·' :,.< .•.• /,'! ".'.'.'.'.' v' . ",.<
... _~r~c.k.ij.iM¥l;\<::()Jprado,804f4;is >" ... " :l:~fendingldahq's
p,u.b.li.c.1<l{l~~;·:
"'"\
.~ .. _.. '. ...' ;" ','
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Classified
For Rent:
One bedroom, furnished. basement
p utilities paid
apartment.·. AII
li li
Cal
342_2503.,exce t
ig ts.
I
Buy Bill Vaun records; give-everyone a Christmas
present.
or enn. U. n f'urnished,
2 bedroom. refrigerator,
FR'
'...
,',
'..
$255.00. llx20storage,
$25.00. 1006 Oakland. one
block from BSU. 384,.0319. If no answer, call Mr.
McCormick, 345-4360.
' :
.
\Va,nted:
Stude"nts
to sit on the, ,.following
l'

committees:
Affirmative Action, Athletic Board of
Control, Broadcast Board. Commencement COmmittee. Executive Food Service" Handbook COmmittee,
Matriculation, National Student Exchange, and Snack ,
Bar Remodeling Committee.
See Mary Lou Virgil',
ASBSU Offices. 2nd floor, SUB.
'
,,'
.
A~p,lic~tions now being' accepted for January
appointments
to" ASBSU Judiciary and Student
Programs Board. Must be able tv serve one .full year ..
and be flill·timestudeJits with at least a 2.25 GPA. If
iritere'sicd
-"Virgil',' 'ASBSU 'Offices'/Znd
SUB,:orcaIl3.8H147:'
"
,
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